Access Learning Catalytics from your MyMathLab or MyStatLab Course

If your instructor has chosen to use Learning Catalytics in your MyMathLab or MyStatLab course, you see a new section on your MyLab Course Home page titled “In Class Learning” with a Learning Catalytics link.

To get started, you will simply need to confirm access and establish your Learning Catalytics connection.

1. Click the Learning Catalytics link from the In Class Learning pod on your MyLab Course Home page to establish your Learning Catalytics connection.

2. Once your instructor has started a session, you see a “Join Now” button that connects you with the session in progress.

Important Tip

After you cross over from your MyLab course to Learning Catalytics and confirm access, you can join sessions from your MyLab course or from learningcatalytics.com using your Pearson username and password. Make sure you sign in with same username and password as the MyLab course.